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F I L L E R S  H D

Director: Gilles Porte
Producers & Broadcasters: Gedeon Programmes/ Arte, Gulli, TV5 Monde, YLE

A collection of 80x1’30” shorts depicting children from over twenty countries around the world, asked to draw their 
self-portrait. Find out how these kids aged between four and six, who can not yet read nor write, perceive themselves 
and what world they live in. In a specially suited studio set in their school, each child starts drawing its own portrait on 
a glass pane. These magical moments are captured and edited in short musical vignettes using animated sequences. 
A series celebrating the 30th anniversary of the convention on Child's Rights. A rare glimpse at the universal language 
of drawing and the richness of imagination.              November 20th - International Children’s day

PORTRAITS SELF-PORTRAITS (80x1'30") - HD - NEW

Directors: Frédéric Febvre & Augustin Viatte
Producers & Broadcasters: Gedeon Programmes/ Arte

4 seasons covering all corners of the French territory. Discover the subtle mechanisms that regulate the great clock 
of nature. A journey from the infinitely small to the infinitely huge. Each ecosystem is the natural stage on which the 
thousand and one tales of biodiversity are played out. An incredible range of interactions between species narrated 
in all their dramatic, playful and unusual dimensions, where survival is the keyword. The viewers will learn how to 
observe life in Europe's typical ecosystems - cliffs and the Atlantic ocean, dunes and estuairies, high mountains, forests, 
hedged farmland, marshes and wetlands, peri-urban countryside, Mediterranean sea bottoms, scrublands, wild rivers...

TALES OF NATURE (10x5'-10', 10x10'-14', 10x15'-22') - HD - NEW

http://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=938
http://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=938
http://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=1973
http://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=1973
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Director: Xavier Lefebvre
Producers & Broadcasters: Gedeon Programmes/ ARTE / RTS

From breathtaking landscapes to innovative urban ways of life, this 5 part series takes you into Japan of the XXIst 
Century. Along this aerial journey stop and meet with the trailblazers who shape the future of their country. A timely 
series to revisit the sophistication of the Japanese Culture so vibrant and contrasted at a time when all sights are looking 
at the Host country of the 2020 Olympic Games. Shot over four Seasons with spectacular 4K aerial shots. 

JAPAN FROM ABOVE (35x4') - HD - NEW

Director: Ombline De La Grandière & Nicolas Moncadas
Producers & Broadcasters: Gedeon Programmes/ Gullane Filmes/ Arte

A series to celebrate Brazil and its diversity. We will explore the beauty and richness of the 8000 kilometer-long coasts, 
focusing on their natural and geographical aspects but also on its economic and cultural facets. An exciting journey 
blending the best aerial shots with stunning photography accross the country to reveal both a cultural and human 
portrait. 

BRAZIL'S COASTLINES (40x5') - HD

http://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2302
http://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=1691


Directors: Yannick CHARLES & Roland THERON
Producers & Broadcasters: Gedeon Programmes/ France Télévisions/ Histoire/ TV5 Monde

This series takes viewers across the 10 000 km long European coastlines from Cape North all the way down to the 
Mediterranean coasts and islands, including a visit to the English Channel, the Scottish and Irish shorelines. A unique 
opportunity to rise-up and witness from above the incredible diversity and beauty of such natural heritage impacted by 
climate and shaped by man over time. Shot in HD, this series presents a vast geographical and cultural panorama of 
coastal Europe as a trace for future generations. How will these landscape look like in twenty or fifty years time? How 
will climate change affect them? Will some of these natural sites resist the urban growth and mass tourism?

EUROPE’S COASTLINES FROM ABOVE  (30x6') - HD
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Directors: Samy El Hourch, Clémentine Bacri & Adrien Normier
Producers & Broadcasters: Gedeon Programmes/ Universcience/ Canopé

A young French couple, Clémentine Bacri and Adrien Normier set off on a one year long journey around the planet 
on board a light aircraft dedicated to science and education. Their goal: offer aerial support to public research 
laboratories, an unique opportunity to discover scientific activities and use them to teach science at school. In research 
areas, the crew has implemented observation and modeling techniques that are key elements for research.

FLYING OVER THE EARTH (9x9' + 9x7' + 9x3') - HD

http://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=1342
http://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=2087#


Directors: Various
Producers & Broadcasters:  Gedeon Programmes/ Histoire / France 5 / RTBF / RTS / FFH / TVB

Discover the world’s most beautiful sites in an exceptional series of short programs. Through the most spectacular aerial 
shots, the most recent archaeological discoveries, breathtaking fictional re-enactments and CGI, this series invites us 
along on a fabulous journey through the history of civilizations.

THE WORLD'S MOST BEAUTIFUL SITES (36x3' HD + 29x3' SD)
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Director: Jean-Christophe RIBOT
Producers & Broadcasters: Look @ Science/ Arte/ SVT/ RMC Découverte

The daring ROSETTA MISSION which started over 20 years ago is set to reach its climax in 2014 as it comes in close 
encounter with the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko and attempts for the 1st time ever to land on a comet. Its goal: 
explore this small and distant icy body with un-precedented precision and proximity to decipher the origins of the solar 
system and of life itself. A unique space odyssey, set 450 million Km from Earth, that will deepen and push forward 
our knowledge about comets.

ROSETTA COMET CHASER (10x3'-5') - HD

Directors: Quentin Domart & Alex Badin
Producers & Broadcasters: Docland Yard/ RMC Découverte

Thanks to spectacular aerial views, exclusive CGI and backstage visits, discover the secrets of the 10 stadiums which 
will host the UEFA EURO 2016, opening this coming June. 2.5 million supporters are expected to attend this event 
over 51 matches. These 10 gorgeous stadiums stand as some of the most modern arenas in the world. Four of these 
sporting temples recentlysprung from the ground, while the six other ones went through major renovation work. Meet the 
architects and engineers who made these megastructures a reality and observe behind the scenes how such technical 
feats were conducted, what architectural choices were made and what a sporting arena should look like in the 21st 
century?

MEGASTADIUM: A TOUR DE FRANCE (10x6') - HD

http://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=557
http://www.terranoa.com/product/product.php?code=557
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